
POWERING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

DRIVING THE TRANSITION TO A ZERO CARBON FUTURE

RES is one of the world’s leading family owned renewable energy companies 
and has been at the forefront of renewable energy for 35 years.

We have developed and built over 16 GW of renewable energy capacity 
worldwide, saving 18 million tonnes of carbon every year†.

We contribute to a clean energy economy by developing, constructing and 
operating renewable wind or solar farms and investing in energy storage 
and other enabling technologies. 

We take sustainability seriously in all our activities working to maximise the 
environmental benefit we create through our projects and increase energy 
saving activities like recycling and sustainable travel. Our offices are some 
examples of this ethos. Beaufort Court is our award-winning Global HQ and 
a state-of-the-art example of a zero carbon office, producing nearly its 
entire energy requirement from renewable sources located on site.

Our commitment to sustainability also benefits our customers, allowing 
them to incorporate elements into their own CSR reporting.

† Applying our global portfolio to UK figures (UKWED), a 2 MW turbine could save 2096 tonnes of CO2 every year

Building a culture that 
integrates sustainability 
into every part of our 
day-to-day operations.

We’re passionate 
about addressing the 
challenges of climate 
change and energy 
security.

SUSTAINABILITY LIES AT
THE CORE OF OUR VALUES

18 MILLION TONNES
SAVED PER YEAR OF OPERATION

PROVIDING CLEAN GREEN
SECURE ENERGY

LEADING GLOBAL MARKETS
TOWARDS A CLEAN ENERGY FUTURE

Low carbon Global HQ Solar panels on our Avignon office



DELIVERING A POSITIVE LEGACY 
WITHIN THE COMMUNITY

WILDLIFE 
UK

RES improved the biodiversity of the area 
surrounding the Wadlow Wind Farm in 
Cambridgeshire – planting hedgerows, woodland 
and grass land to encourage pollination and bird 
habitat.

RECYCLING 
CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS
USA

Wooden cable reels from the Tucannon River wind 
project were upcycled as fencing material, to 
benefit the local community and saving over 
30 tons of wood from being sent to landfill.

BENEFITING 
COMMUNITIES

We are passionate about bringing real benefits 
to local communities, using local suppliers 
wherever possible and financially supporting local 
initiatives.

SUPPORTING 
RENEWABLE
WORLD

RES sponsors Renewable World, a global charity 
that delivers affordable renewable energy to 
improve health, education and provide income in 
the Developing World. We continue to support this 
good work and pro-actively raise funds for them.

FOUR
TECHNOLOGIES

We implement wind and solar technologies for 
renewable power generation, transmission and 
energy storage as enablers to a zero carbon future.
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Global HQ - Beaufort Court, Egg Farm Lane, Kings Langley, Hertfordshire, WD4 8LR, UK

CONTACT US

RES is the world’s largest independent renewable energy company active in onshore and offshore wind, solar, energy 
storage and transmission and distribution. At the forefront of the industry for over 35 years, RES has delivered more 
than 16 GW of renewable energy projects across the globe and supports an operational asset portfolio of 5 GW 
worldwide for a large client base. Understanding the unique needs of corporate clients, RES has secured 1 GW of power 
purchase agreements (PPAs) enabling access to energy at the lowest cost.


